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Blueberry Quart Caplet
By: grosgrain

http://www.burdastyle.com/projects/blueberry-quart-caplet

To win this caplet visit Grosgrain Wow. Three neat treats rolled into one post. In anticipation of the
upcoming Grosgrain etsy patterns, I’m offering a free ungraded caplet pattern. Image should print
at 8.67 wide and 11.48 tall on paper. Print pattern with ‘no page scaling’ in print properties. The
pattern is ungraded but it fits sizes 3-6. And can be easily reduced or enlarged to fit various sizes.
This is the same pattern I made for the Strawberry Quart Caplet (the first item I ever gave away on
Grosgrain). FOLLOW TUTORIAL AT BOTTOM OF POST IN ‘READ MORE’

Materials

Step 1 — One

Step 1: Cut one pattern on the fold of your fabric (the one that will be showing on top). Then cut another pattern on the fold of your
fabric (the one that will be underneath). I like to use a solid color for the underside

Step 2 — Two
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Step 2: Sew the inner rickrack to the right side of your top fabric.

Step 3 — Three

Step 3: Sew the outer rickrack to the right side of your top fabric. After the caplet is finished it should stick out of the caplet like
piping. So it should be sewn lined up with the edge of your fabric.

Step 4 — Four

Step 4: Cut two pieces of thin cord 14â’ long.
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Step 5 — Five

Step 5: Place the cord between the two pieces of fabric, right sides together, so that an inch is sticking out.

Step 6 — Six

Step 6: Sew the two pieces of fabric, right sides together, leaving a small opening at the back.

Step 7 — Seven

Step 7: Clip close to corners and turn right side out.
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Step 8 — Eight

Step 8: Iron flat.

Step 9 — Nine

Step 9: Iron solid color of opening over by 3/8â’.

Step 10 — Ten & Eleven

Step 10: Sew across opening catching all fabric underneath.
Step 11: Iron.
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